where g(x) is a window function having usually a typical width D and unit energy. The ,~i!1g~j~~lM;;ti£.~recommended by Gabor is the Q~~~~jgJ1 distinguished by the product of its effective widths on the position and frequency axes respectively, being the minimal possible according to the uncertainty principle [1] .
This model was used recently for representation of signals in a variety of fields and combined spaces, such as optics [4J, biological modeling [5] -[7J and geophysics [8] (position-frequency space), chemical modeling [9] and physics [3] (position-momentum space), antenna analysis [10] (positionangle space), signal processing [11] , [12] (time-frequency or position-frequency space) etc. It was extended to representation of two-dimensional (2-D) signals (images) in [13] - [15] .
The main problem in nonorthogonal representations lies in the<!iOOI;!!ltY()Lcalculali~th~re9.uiredcoefticients. Calculatio;si~-';olvi"ii.g ..-;; 'lnner prootiet between' ihesTgnal and the basis elements, as available in orthonormal bases, does not yield a representation, even if occasionally an approximated description of the signal is obtained [16] . Nor is the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization process suitable in most applications where representation by elements of a given basis is required. A direct solution, with the aid of analytical tools applicable to bases in general, is afforded by the biorthonormal approach, described in Section II.
Practical "~i&!!~!r~.Pl~~ymlltigll.tn infinite-dimensional spaces is essentially finite and PCl,:tiq!,)n dealing with such cases, it is important to stress that nonorthogonal approximations, involving a partial finite set of representation coefficients calculated according to the bi-orthonormal approach-are not necessarily optimal with respect to the given elements; their quality depends on the represented signal and on the amount of (1) nonorthogonality of the basis. This problem, which motivated the present investigation, is described in Section III.
A similar problem was addressed earlier by Porat and Zeevi [17J regarding aspects related to the generalized Gabor scheme of image representation in biological vision [13] . In (17J the Gram determinant is suggested as a means for evaluation of optimal approximations. However, the Gram optimization technique, even though it matches findings in the biological visual system, lacks the main advantage and insight inherent in the bi-orthonormal approach. In Section IV a gllj)er"l theorem for optimal approximation of signals by Abstract-Signal representation using nonorthogonal bases in general, and Gabor expansionspecifically,is required for systems description and modeling in physics, biology, and engineering. In this paper the problem of signal approximation by partial sets of a given nonorthogonal basis is addressed, motivated by the essentially practical requirement of signal representation in infinite-dimensionalspaces. Utilizing the bi-orthonormal approach, a general theorem for optimal vector approximation in Hilbert spaces is suggested, based on distinction between two bi-orthonormal sets related to a partial basis. A sufficient and necessary condition interrelating these sets is given, and a general systematicmethod for deriving finite bi-orthonormal sets is presented. This method employs an algebraic approach and thus obviates, in the case of function spaces, the need for solving integral equations. It is concluded that in cases of significant nonorthogonality, there is a mitior advantage in utilizing tbe optimal approximation approach regarding the resultant accuracy and calculation efficiency, from both the theoretical and numerical viewpoints. INMATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS of physical systems, simplicity is a major consideration. Accordingly, nonlinear systems are often approximated by a linear model which does not strictly fit the system to be investigated, but simplifies the task in hand. A similar case in this respect is signal representation by orthogonal bases, which can be easily dealt with mathematically, but is not necessarily the best suited for efficient description of the situation.
One familiar nonorthogonal representation is the Gabor model, proposed in 1946 [1] for description of temporal signals in communications. According to it one-dimensional (I-D) signals are represented through decomposition into a set of elementary functions concentrated in position (or time) and frequency, and situated on a lattice in this combined space, with its clearances D and W, in the position and frequency axes respectively, satisfying W . D = 211". This lattice is also known as the Y9.[:~!!1.!l:!~.!!,lill!~i~",9H~Ll!mJ.l.l.£ffi~1t~ [2] , [3] Fig. 1 . Examples of the real part of nine functions out of the set of bi-orthonormal functions related to the finite set {fmn(X)}lmI9.ln!9 of Gabor elementary functions (GEF's) and calculated according to the suggested algorithm, (a) "boo (x),
According to a theorem [18] , when the auxiliary vector set {.pl,···,.pn }-also called the dual system or reciprocal system-belongs to the given space, it is unique and also constitutes a basis for the space H. In the case of an orthonormal basis, the set {.pl, ... , .pn} is identical to the given basis {ft,···, In} so that all the properties shown previously are preserved as a special case.
bi-orthonormal approach, consists in finding an auxiliary set {!/Jl,'" ,!/In} related to the basis {fl,'" ,In} and satisfying the relation [18]: (I;, !/J/) = 8i-/, 1 ::::; i, I::::; n (5) where 8m denotes the Kronecker delta (80 = 1, and zero otherwise). The relation (5) is called the bi-orthonormal relation and also constitutes a completeness condition [19] . Calculation of the required coefficients is thus afforded simply by the inner product: means of finite nonorthogonal sets is presented and proved. The theorem ensures a minimal deviation norm for every vector represented, achieved by an efficient calculation utilizing the bi-orthonormal approach.
Section V follows up the results of the theorem which permit efficient calculation of finite bi-orthonormal sets. Illustrations of its IIse are presented in Section VI. Additional aspects concerning approximated representations are brought out in the dis<:ussion.
II. THE BI-ORTHONORMAL APPROACH
It is well known that a vector v in an n-dimensional Hilbert space H can be represented by a basis {h,"" In} as a linear combination of its elements: n
For an orthonormal basis, the required expansion coefficients can be ,calculated by the inner product:
When the basis is nonorthogonal, equation (4) 
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The main problem of the bi-orthonormal approach is associated with approximations by means of partial sets of the basis elements. This situation is described in the Section III.
III. THE PPROBLEM OF PARTIAL BI-ORTHONORMAL

REPRESENTATION
The bi-orthonormal approach described above permits exact representation, by means of nonorthogonal bases, of signals belonging to the spaces spanned. The expansion is obtained in a manner similar to the orthonormal case with .a single inner product required for each coefficient calculated. The difference confined to the elements partaking of this inner product: the basis elements themselves in the orthonormal, and the bi-orthonormal set in the nonorthogonal case.
Where the basis is of infinite dimensionality, such as Gabor functions, or any basis spanning Lp, exact representations are of theoretical value only. In practice, the representation involves finite and partial sets of basis elements. Clearly, for a signal not belonging to the space spanned by the partial basis, only an approximate representation results. This is also the case where vectors in RN have to be approximated by a set with less than N elements (e.g., representation of an image
having P x Q pixels, belonging to RPQ, by less than PQ basis vectors). A conventional method for deriving partial approximations utilizes the partial set of exact representation coefficients corresponding to the given partial basis set. In this case there is a fundamental difference between orthonormal and nonorthogonal bases. It is readily shown [18] that the approximation obtained in the orthonormal case yields an optimum in the norm sense, namely, the best possible approximation by the given partial set results. By contrast, in the nonorthogonal case, the given basis elements may very often yield a much better approximation than obtained utilizing the conventional calculation, hereinafter called the direct biorthonormal method.
For illustration of the disadvantage inherent in using this latter method, for calculating partial representation coefficients, consider the following case in the three-dimensional (3-D) Euclidean space R3. Suppose a vector space defined by three basis vectors:
Thus, the coefficients required for an exact representation of v, according to (6) are and a vector v == (1,0, v'6) to be represented. It is readily
shown that the bi-orthonormal set related to {il,12, 13} is 1 1
(c)
It is noteworthy that the described approach is appropriate also in the case of a basis with an infinite number of elements.
(e) Fig. 2 . A comparison between -00o(x), the bi-orthonormal function related to the GEF 100 (x) in four spaces spanned by four finite sets of GEF's (a)-(d), and ,poo(x), the bi-orthonormal fuction related to loo(x) in the inlinite-dimensional space spanned by an infinite number of GEF's (e).
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2 resulting an error (in the norm sense) of € = 3.000.
However, it can be shown that a much better approximation is obtainable with the same pair of basis vectors. For example, Now suppose that the vector v needs to be approximated by the partial set {f1,h}. The approximation obtained by the direct bi-orthonormal method, i.e., using vectors fd2 and coefficients aI, a2 of (10) only, in the linear combination (11), reads (13) with a lower error, € = 2.598(= ';27/4). II: should be noted that even the zero vector v = (0,0,0), i.e., al = 0, a2 = 0, is superior as a choice to the direct biorthonormal approach, the attendant error being € = 2.646(= ,;7) compared to € = 3.000.
It is therefore clear that in dealing with representation by a partial set, a different approach is called for. The theorem presented in the next section permits calculation of optimal partial representation coefficients, while retaining the simplicity of the bi-orthonormal approach.
(11) v = adl + a2f2 + a3h = (1,0, v6) . 
IV. OPTIMAL PARTIAL HI-ORTHONORMAL REPRESENTATION As preliminary to the theorem, dealing with optimal partial bi-orthonormal representation, two possibilities of biorthonormal sets related to a partial basis are defined hereunder.
A. Bi-orthonormal Sets Related to a Partial Basis
Given a Hilbert space H spanned by a basis {Ii} (not necessarily orthogonal and/or finite), and a k-dimensional subspace HI of H, spanned by the set {ft,···, ik} partial to that basis-two bi-orthonormal sets related to the partial basis {II,'" ,!k} need to be distinguished:
Denote the bi-orthonormal set related to {Ii} in H by {'I/;;}, according to Higgins [18] such a set exists and is unique. Clearly, the partial set {'I/;I,' .. , 'l/;k} is a bi-orthonormal set related to the partial set {ft, ···, Ik} in H. 
of H spanned by the set {II,"" A}, partial to {Ii}. Let {-¢l' ... ,-¢k} be the bi-orthonormal set related to the partial set {II,"" fk} in HI. Given a vector v in H (not necessarily belonging to HI), then the vector
is the closest to v in the minimal norm sense, from amongst the vectors in HI.
Proof' {fI,"', fd is a basis for HI, and {-¢l' ... ,-¢k} is the bi-orthonormal set related to it in HI' Thus every vector u belonging to HI can be represented by means of the linear combination: 
1=1 1=1
Let us denote the ith coefficient in the linear combination (16) by ai, namely
The vector -¢, belongs to HI for i = 1,"', k and therefore can be represented according to (17) and (18) 
B. Optimal Approximation
Following the previous preface, we present and prove a theorem for optimal bi-orthonormal approximation of vectors by a partial set of basis elements.
Theorem l-{OptimalBi-OrthonormaIApproximation): Given Multiplication of the two sides of (22) 
. , !6(X)}. (a) 'hex). (b) W2(X). (c).p.(x). (d) w.(x). (e)ws(x). (f) W6(X).
This means that the coefficients of the linear combination (16), 
. + (!k,fi)(~m' .J;k) -/ t(~n,,4")f',f')-
\1=1
The bi-orthonormal relationship existing between {II, ... ,Ik} and {~I'"''~k} results in
In other words, the right-hand side product matrix of (23) 
In other words, {¢I,""~d satisfies the bi-orthonormal condition for tbe partial basis {II," . , !d. It belongs to HI, and therefore is the bi-orthonormal set related to {h, ... ,fk} in HI.
Necessary Condition: {~l"'"~k} is a bi-orthonormal set related to {h,"',!k} in HI, and thus satisfies bi-orthonormal sets related to a finite set of basis elements (not necessarily partial), belonging to. the space spanned by it. (33)
V. CALCULATION OF FlNlTE BI-ORTHONORMAL SETS
One of the main problems in the bi-orthonormal approach concerns calculation of the bi-orthonormal set. Such calculation is extremely complicated in the case of function spaces, (whether of finite or infinite dimensionality), as it necessitates solution of general integral equations, or recourse to the Zak transform (e.g., [21] , [22] ) for the specific case of a basis with a special structure of shifts and a certain harmonic content. In this section, a general method is presented for calculation of finite bi-orthonormal sets affording evaluation of exact or optimal partial representations, in finite or infinite dimensional spaces respectively, irrespective of space type. The solution, derived directly from Theorem 1, is based exclusively upon algebraic equations.
Given a basis {fl, .. ·, fd spanning space HI, and a biorthonormal set {~I"'"~k}, related to {ft,···, /k}, E Ht.
By (32) and (33), we can write
Thus, for each i = 1, ... , k the vector 7/!i -~i is peT{lendicular to each of the partial basis {II, ... ,!k} elements. 7/!i belongs to HI and therefore according to the projection principle,~i is the optimal approximation to 1/>i in that subspace for every i= 1,···,k.
Q.E.D.
According to the theorem, the set {~l" .. ,~k} is the projection of the partial set {-rPI, . In (33), {7/!i} is the bi-orthonormal set related to {Ii} in H,
(28)
{1/>i}is the bi-orthonormal set related to {j;} in H, thus or
C. Projection Relationship between Related Bi-Orthonormal Sets
The following theorem presents a projection relationship between bi-orthonormal sets related to a partial basis.
Theorem 2-{Projection of Bi-Orthonormal Sets): Given a
Hilbert space H spanned by a basis {ii} (not necessarily orthogonal and/or finite). Let HI be a k-dimensional subspace of H spanned by the set {iI,"', !k} partial to {ii}. Let {7/!i} be tbe bi-orthonormal set related to the basis {ii} in H, then for each i = 1,"" k iJ,i is the optimal approximation to 7/!i in the subspace HI, if and only if the set {~I,"" 1h} is bi-orthonormal to the partial basis {h,'" I fd in Hl'
Proof' Sufficient condition-4i is the optimal approximation to 7/!i in the subspace HI for i = 1,···, k. According to the projection principle, the error vector 7/!i -iJ,i is perpendicular to each of the partial basis {ft,···, /k} elements, meaning 
basis elements, where the bi-orthonormal sets belonging to finite spaces (subspaces) are calculated according to the result derived from the optimal approximation theorem.
Examp(e 1: This example is concerned wit/! application of the approach shown here for representation of signals by a finite set of Gabor functions. As the Gabor basis is of infinite dimensionality, every practical representation is in essence a representation by a partial and finite set of basis functions. Invoking the optimal approximation theorem, calculation of the representation coefficients using the inner product between the given signal and the bi-orthonormal set {?};} related to the given finite set, yields the optimal approximation (in the minimal norm sense) of the represented signal by the given basis functions set. (h,h) (7f;l,7f;k) ," (7f;k,7f;k) (36) These products are required for calculation of the biorthonormal set elements according to (35).
3) Calculate the elements of the set {hI, .. , , hk} by means of th~lin~\\r oombin\\tion:
and that 4) Note that for a given finite space (subspace), the biorthonormal set belonging to it is calculated only once (off-line).
resulting in a matrix of scalars according to the given hasis elements.
2) Calculate the inverse matrix G;I. As per (36), this scalars matrix exact! y describes all inner product combinations between the elements of the sought set {hI,"" hd, namely:
it has been proved (Theorem 1) that the set {?};l,'",?};d elements can be represented as
Calculation Algorithm
The bi-orthonormal set {hI,"', hk}, related to a finite set of basis elements {gi, ... , {Jk} bekmging to tRe space spanned by the given basis, is calculated according to tire following stages.
1) Calculate the inner product matrix between basis {gl,'" ,gk} elements to give Gg:
VI. EXAMPLES
In illustration of the results of the optimal approximation theorem, there are shown herewith comparisons between approximations achieved by the usual bi-orthonormal approach., and those resulting from the use of the suggested optimal approximation theorem. As part of the demonstration, examples are presented of bi-orthonormal sets related to partial sets of [UI, :M (!1, ik) according to the approach previously described, as shown in Fig. 8 . The original signals cPI(X),cP2 (X),cPa(x) are presented as a solid line, the approximations 1) The cPI(X) was composed by means of random weights:
and should describe a typical vector in H.
2) The cP2(X) was made up of the odd basis elements:
and cP3 (X) should describe the extreme case where a signal, not belonging to the space spanned by {fl (x), h(x), fa (x )}, needs to be represented by these.
cP3(X) = hex). (45)
In this case the approach using {vJI(X),vJ2(X),vJa(x)} fails and yields a si!¥lal 1>3(x) equ~1 to zero. The approximation resulting from Nl (x), vJ2(x), vJ3(x)}, on the other hand, yields ¢3QP' (x) visually (and numerically) close to 1>3(X). This result can be anticipated from the bi-orthonormal relation existing between cP3(X) and the partial set {vJl(X),vJ2(X),vJ3(X)} that is directly derived. This set is calculated by a system of equations, solution of which is equivalent in effect to the algorithm previously suggested.
We now choose a 3-D subspace Hl spanned by the set {fl, 12, fa} from the vectors given previously. The biorthonormal set in H (not necessarily in Hl) «47) is shown at the bottom of the page) related to the partial set {h, 12, h} is the subset {vJl, vJ2, vJ3}, from which the bi-orthonormal set in HI related to the partial set {h, 12,fa} differs considerably (as shown at the bottom of the page).
An example for vector approximation belonging to R6 by subspace HI, according to the approach described previously, is shown in Table I .
It can be clearly seen that the optimal partial reconstruction via {il,12, fa} is far superior to the direct reconstruction which uses the bi-orthonormal set related to {/l,"',
fS}.
Seemingly, the lesser the orthonormality of the basis (inner products with higher values), the more apparent the resultant optimality of the suggested theorem. The resultant direct and optimal reconstruction errors are denoted, and fopt respectively. Analytical description for signals 4>, (x), 4>2 (x) and 4>3 (x) is according to the text.
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given space is not Hilbertian, since every finite-dimensional subspace is in fact a Hilbert space. Such a case characterizes the Gabor scheme, which utilizes a Gaussian window, so that the infinite-dimensional space is not of the Hilbert type. Nonorthogonal bases play an important role in signal representation in the combined position (time)-frequency space. Application of combined representations (and Gabor expansion as such) for design and analysis of position-variant processes, is currently under investigation [24] , [25}. These processes are based' on transformation of the input signal into its representation in the combined space, filtering in the position-frequency domain, and restoration of the processed signal to the position axis. In the case of Gabor representation the first part of such a system for position-variant processing may be regarded as an analog-to-Gabor converter (NG, in analogy to AID), constantly yielding Gabor coefficients-and its final part as a Gabor-to-analog converter (G/A), restoring the Gabor representation of the processed signal to the position axis (Fig. 9) . It seems that the results presented in this paper should facilitate implementation of optimal NG converters.
Moreover, the conditions required by the proposed theorems are sufficiently general to cover many practical applications of nonorthogonal bases, thus improving results previously obtained in those areas in science which utilize such bases [4]- [11] .
